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1 Introduction
Nowadays climate changes due to human activities are the main topics concerning the biggest
political decisions worldwide; in all these discussions, one of the most widespread solution is the
production of energy from decarbonized sources in parallel with an improvement of the already
existing power plants based on fossil fuels, aiming at a reduction of greenhouse gases (GHG)
emissions.
For these reasons, the renewable energy sources (RES) are assuming more and more importance in
the satisfaction of the global energy demand: every year the percentage of the total amount of
energy produced by them is increasing and many projects and studies are carried out to improve
plants’ efficiencies and to obtain optimal configurations and parameters for the production.
However, there are also some drawbacks related to RES; one of the most important in their
development and spreading is the discontinuity and the discrepancy between energy production
and demand (more influent in case of solar energy production, since there is overproduction during
the day and underproduction during the night). To solve these issues, it is gaining a fundamental
role to match energy production with appropriate storage systems; this solution has been studied
for several applications, but in particular for Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) plants, where heat
from solar source is utilized to produce electric power in a thermodynamic cycle.
One of the most interesting project developed in this sector is SOCRATCES (SOlar Calcium-looping
integRAtion for Thermo-Chemical Energy Storage), in which a CSP plant is coupled with a ThermoChemical Energy Storage (TCES) based on Calcium Looping (CaL): it is a chemical looping in which heat is
required to obtain CO2 and calcium oxide (CaO) from calcium carbonate (CaCO3) by calcination and in
which this heat is subsequently released by the reverse reaction of carbonation. The main difference
between this project and the other ones conduced in the carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) field,
is that the operating conditions under investigations are chosen in order to solve some traditional CaL
issues and to maximize power production and efficiency.
The objective of this thesis is to analyse the optimal configuration for heat recovery network devoted to
the discharge process, to further simplify the obtained network and to carry out an economic analysis
of the obtained designs with the aim of find the optimal compromise between heat exchanger network
complexity due to 100% renewable operating conditions and the costs associated to the use of external
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heating sources. All the simulations and considerations that are contained in this study has been
developed using the software Aspen Plus V8.8 and, particularly, the tool Energy Analyzer in it.
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2 General aspects of the SOCRATCES project
2.1 Introduction about thermal energy storage (TES)
As already introduced, energy storage is one of the most important solution in order to make the
production from RES feasible and competitive on the market. In CSP applications, heat (and mostly
its full exploitation) plays a fundamental role, so thermal energy storages (TES) could be integrated
in order to exploit solar radiation as much as possible and to guarantee a continuous power
production, avoiding peaks and shortage.
Thermal energy storages can be mainly of three types ( [1], [2] and [3]) :
1) Sensible heat storage
2) Latent heat storage
3) Chemical heat storage

2.1.1 Sensible heat storage
In sensible heat storages, sensible heat is used to increase the temperature of a fluid or solid
medium, increasing therefore its energy content. The sensible heat (Q) that is stored into the
medium can be expressed as:
𝑄 = 𝑚 ∙ 𝑐̅ ∙ 𝛥𝑇 = 𝜌 ∙ 𝑉 ∙ 𝑐̅ ∙ 𝛥𝑇

(1)

being m, ρ and V respectively the mass, the density and the volume of the medium, 𝑐̅ the average
specific heat between extreme temperatures and ΔT the temperature variation caused by heat
storage.
In this type of storage, heat losses are relevant, so a suitable insulation must guarantee high thermal
efficiencies and performances. Most used liquid media are molten salts and mineral oils, for which
stratification, required in order to reduce losses, is ensured by avoiding mixing of layers with
different temperatures. For solid media, CSP applications exploit mainly concrete and castable
ceramics, because of their easy processing and low costs; nevertheless, even if some thermal and
mechanical properties are good at high temperatures, other thermal properties could get worse
because of the increase in temperature, so this type of storage presents some important drawbacks
in our applications. Anyway, this type of storage for CSP plants has been fully studied in recent years
( [4]- [5]).
3

2.1.2 Latent heat storage
For this type of storage, during charge the solar radiation is used as a heat source for phase change
of the medium (that, for this reason, it’s called Phase Changing Material (PCM)), so heat transfer
takes place approximately at constant temperature; during discharge, heat stored is released under
the form of latent heat, so that medium returns to the initial state. The reference equation for these
phenomena is:
𝑄 =𝑚∙𝜆 =𝜌∙𝑉∙𝜆

(2)

where λ is the latent heat linked to the phase change [J/kg].
These systems work with smaller temperature differences between charging and discharging phase
and have a higher energy density with respect to sensible heat storages; however, in order to obtain
a high-quality heat, phase change temperature must be sufficiently high, increasing thus heat losses.
Scientific literature is full of studies about this type of storage ( [6]- [7])

2.1.3 Chemical heat storage
For this type of storage, also defined as thermochemical energy storage (TCES), reversible reactions
are involved. During charging phase, heat from solar source is used to run an endothermic reaction
from which products are stored; when energy is needed, they can be recombined, obtaining the
original substances and releasing thus the energy stored in form of heat.
Assuming a general reaction involved in these
systems:
𝐴 + ∆𝐻 → 𝐵 + 𝐶

(3)

the resulting equation used to assess the
energy involved is the following:
𝑄 = 𝑛 ∙ ∆𝐻
where 𝑛

(4)

is the number of moles of the

reactant A and ∆𝐻 is the molar heat of
reaction referred to A [J/mol].
Figure 1-Conceptual scheme of the functioning of a chemical heat
storage [44]
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2.1.4 Comparison between different types of storage
To compare the three different TES systems, 6 parameters are considered, as reported in the table
below:

Table 1-Characteristics and comparison of the thermal energy storage systems [8]

As it can be observed, thermochemical energy storages are the best choice for different reasons:
-

products of endothermic reaction can be stored at ambient temperature, so there’s no need
of insulated vessels;

-

lower temperatures mean also lower heat losses and thus a longer storage period;

-

these systems are characterised by higher energy densities compared to sensible and latent
heat storages, so in terms of compactness and amount of medium mass they represent a
better choice.

The main drawback linked to this technology is the maturity, since it is still at a laboratory scale, but
the potential is very high, and it can represent the future of thermal storages.
Between all the possible choices for the medium, calcium carbonate constitutes the best option in
terms of operating temperature and energy density, as it can be seen from table below. In addition,
the possibility to exploit limestone (an abundant, cheap and non-toxic material) as CaO precursor
increases the interest for this application.

Figure 2-Comparison of high temperature heat storage materials [18]
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2.2 The Calcium-Looping (CaL) process
As already observed, calcium carbonate and Calcium-Looping (CaL) process is very advantageous for
TES applications; in particular, for CSP systems it is a promising choice for different reasons ( [8] and
[3]):
-

there is no need of a catalyst for reactions;

-

it has a very high energy density compared to other media (692 kWh/m3 of CaCO3);

-

materials involved are very cheap and relatively easy to obtain and to manage (limestone is
one of the most common materials on Earth);

-

most technologies involved with these materials are fully developed and well-proved on
large scale;

-

it is suitable for medium-high temperature storage.

Calcium-Looping is composed of two steps: in the first one (called calcination) heat from solar source
is provided to a reactor (called calciner), where from calcium carbonate are obtained (and stored)
calcium oxide and carbon dioxide; in the carbonator the reverse reaction (called carbonation) takes
place, thus calcium carbonate and heat are obtained from the stored reactants.
𝑘𝐽
𝑚𝑜𝑙

(5)

𝑘𝐽
𝑚𝑜𝑙

(6)

𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻𝐸𝐴𝑇 → 𝐶𝑎𝑂 + 𝐶𝑂

∆𝐻 = +178

𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝐶𝑎𝑂 + 𝐶𝑂 → 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻𝐸𝐴𝑇

∆𝐻 = −178

This process has been widely studied in Carbon Capture and Sequestration (CCS) applications;
however, operating conditions here imposed are not the most suitable ones for CaL process and
present some important drawbacks. To understand it, we must take into consideration both
reactions: from Le Châtelier’s principle, we know that carbonation is enhanced by high reactants’
pressure (in our case, high CO2 partial pressure) and low temperature, whereas it is the opposite for
the calcination. Moreover, from thermochemical data it is possible to obtain a formula which
correlates temperature and pressure in equilibrium conditions [9]:
𝑃 (𝑏𝑎𝑟) = 𝑃 ∙ 𝑦

= 4,137 ∙ 10 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −

20,474
𝑇

(7)

All these concepts can be well summarized by the following graph [10]:
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Figure 3-Equilibrium pressure as a function of the reaction temperature

The red dotted line represents the ambient pressure which, as it will be explained later, is relevant
concerning our storage conditions.
In CCS applications [11], carbonator operates at low CO2 partial pressure and high temperature, vice
versa for the calciner. These conditions are the opposite ones with respect to ideal conditions that
enhance the two reactions; moreover, they lead to a severe drop of CaO conversion with the
number of cycles due to sintering and pores blocking of the regenerated CaO. Finally, CaO sulphation
and the presence of ashes due to in-situ coal oxy-combustion contribute severely to a further drop
in CaO conversion.
This is the reason why, for TCES applications (and in particular for SOCRATCES, as it will be explained
later), chosen conditions are completely different, as we can see from the following table and graph:

Table 2 - Typical conditions for post-combustion CO2 capture
and solar energy storage [10]

Figure 4 - CaO activity as a function of the number of
cycles [19]

This change in operating conditions, as we can see from the graph on the right, leads to an
improvement in CaO conversion and therefore a better performance of the plant.
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As already mentioned, CaO reactivity (or activity or carrying capacity) is a fundamental and nonconstant parameter, defined as the percentage mass change of a sample of CaO used in
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA): in this experiment, a certain amount of calcium oxide undergoes
a cycle of calcination/carbonation at the end of which the mass doesn’t return to the initial value,
but it shows a significant drop. This effect become more significant increasing the number of cycles.
From a mathematical point of view, CaO reactivity can be expressed as the ratio between the
number of moles that effectively takes part to the reaction to the total provided:
𝑋=

𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝐶𝑎𝑂 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝐶𝑎𝑂 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑑

(8)

One of the main obstacles to large-scale diffusion of the CaL process is represented by CaO
deactivation, i.e. the reduction of its activity increasing the number of cycles, due to the fact that
the reaction is not perfectly reversible: with the rising number of calcination/carbonation processes,
CaO ability to react completely with CO2 decreases, with a consequent inert mass of calcium oxide
that increases more and more. This effect is due essentially to two de-activation mechanisms [3]:
-

pore blockage of the CaO grains due to the formation of a layer of CaCO3 on the surface
during the carbonation. Since calcium carbonate has a higher molar volume than CaO, after
a threshold value of thickness it is able to occlude the useful surface of calcium oxide and
hinder thus its reaction with CO2: from this moment, in fact, only solid particle diffusion of
𝐶𝑂

and O2- (counter-current with respect to the first one) is able to continue the reaction

of carbonation. This is the reason why carbonation reaction can be subdivided into two
phases: a first phase more rapid and kinetic-controlled, and a slower second one;
-

sintering, a phenomenon linked to high temperature (for CaO around 533°C, about ½ of the
melting temperature) and long residence time in the calciner and consisting in changes of
pore shape, pore shrinkage and grain growth due to the phenomenon of coalescence.

Figure 5 - Mass drop in repeated carbonation/calcination cycles [45]
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With the graph above, where is represented the weight of the solid phase of both reactants and
products with respect to the initial amount of CaCO3, is possible to notice that calcination tends to
decrease the amount of solid phase (since there’s the formation of CO2 in gaseous phase), but the
value of solid weight will be the same after all the calcinations because the conversion in CaO is
complete. During a single carbonation, instead, it can be observed the first phase in which solid
weight increase rapidly and the second one in which the increase is softer; moreover, the maximum
value of the weight “recovered” from the carbonation tends to decrease asymptotically and this is
linked to the already seen de-activation mechanisms.
However, it is possible to optimize the conditions in the calciner (and thus the CaO reactivity) by
adding water (in form of steam) in it: in fact, even if steam acts as a catalyst for sintering process,
its presence permits to have a lower value of CO2 partial pressure and thus to work at lower
temperatures (as it can be seen from Figure 4); lower operating temperatures mean also a lower
contribution to sintering itself [2] and so there’s a further improvement in reactivity. Moreover, last
studies have found out that water sintering permits to open pore structures less susceptible to pore
blockage, thus enhancing structure stability [3].
For the same purpose, instead of the steam it can be used helium (or other inert substances, like
N2): as for the steam, its presence decreases the partial pressure of CO2; moreover, the use of He
allows not to have any condensation or evaporation stages [2] and to have fast calcination at even
lower temperatures, thanks to its high thermal conductivity and high CO2 diffusivity in helium [10].
In both cases, water and helium are easily separable from CO2: for H2O a condensation stage is
sufficient, whereas to separate He it is needed a selective membrane.
For CaL process, since chemical reactions are involved, also kinetic has to be fully analysed; however,
since in our case we are studying the plant in steady-state conditions, we can neglect the residence
time in the reactors and so the kinetics itself. For parameters involved, values are taken from
literature and a deep study is left to a second-stage analysis.
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2.3 Description of the technology involved for the plant
components
Now, with a general knowledge of the CaL process, it’s possible to analyse how it can be integrated
into a CSP plant by studying the technology involved.
A conceptual scheme of the system is represented in Figure 8:

Figure 6 - Conceptual scheme of CSP/CaL plant [46]

As we can observe, solar heat is concentrated, conveyed onto the solar tower (which contains the
calciner) and provided to the endothermic reaction, whereas heat from exothermic carbonation is
provided to a suitable power plant in an indirect or direct way.
Another important thing that can be noticed is that this plant can be conceptually separated during
the simulations into two defined parts in correspondence of the storages: the calciner side and the
carbonator side. For all our simulations, by fixing some physical conditions, they can be treated as
independent: while calciner side stores a certain amount of energy only if there is a certain solar
radiation concentrated upon the solar tower surface, carbonator side can theoretically work at
continuous power production at both rated power and maximum efficiency. As a consequence,
instantaneous mass flows of calciner side will be higher than carbonator ones, but their integrals
over a time period will be equal [2].
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2.3.1 Solids conveying technology
The transport of solid particles can be performed generally in three ways: pneumatic, screw and
tubular conveying. The latter two methods are reported briefly in the figure below.

Figure 7 - Alternative solids conveying systems: screw conveying (left) and tubular cable conveying (right) [3]

Pneumatic conveying is more mature and reliable than other ones, so it is the type of technology
considered in SOCRATCES process. It consists in the transportation of solid particles by means of a
gas flow, which carries it along a pipe up to a phase separator (e.g. a cyclone). The need for thermal
exchange between solid and gas streams, the reduced particle size (<300 μm) and the need for rapid
transport are the reasons for which pneumatic conveying has been chosen for this project [3].
Pneumatic conveying exploits the concept of fluidization; according to different flow conditions,
only two types of conveying are known: dilute and dense phase conveying.

Figure 8 - Pneumatic conveying device and solid particles transportation phases [2]

For the first type of conveying, the material is transported in suspension in the flowing air along the
pipeline with a minimum gas velocity between 13-15 m/s for most of the solid materials used
worldwide. Almost any material can be conveyed in dilute phase, regardless of the particle size,
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shape or density, but as already said, a relatively high velocity is required, with consequent high
power requirements [3].
For the second type of conveying, solid particles are conveyed at low air velocity in a non-suspension
mode; as a consequence, not all materials are naturally able of being conveyed in dense phase flow.
Two modes of flow are known in this category [3]: moving bed flow, in which material is conveyed
in dunes or as a pulsatile moving bed and that is suitable for materials in range 40-70 μm, and slug
(or pug) flow, in which the material is conveyed in form of plugs separated by air gaps and suitable
only for mono-sized materials with a good permeability to air. The main advantage for this mode is
the lower energy consumption with respect to dilute phase conveying, so it is important to establish
for each case if the material considered can be transported by means of low gas velocity conveying
or not.
For all these reasons, dense phase conveying is the most suitable choice for SOCRATCES project;
however, to avoid particle cohesion and thus a reduction of CaL efficiency, it is important to adopt
some solutions, like sonoprocessing techniques, which exploit high-intensity acoustic fields (145165 dB) to overcome adhesion forces and promote the gas-solid contact through a superposition of
sound waves to the fluidizing flow, inducing large gas fluctuations and fluid recirculation within the
bed [3].

2.3.2 Carbonator
In SOCRATCES project, the proposed technological solution for the carbonator is the pressurized
Fluidized Bed Reactor (FBR), because its technical maturity and the advanced knowledge related to
it permit to have a lower investment cost and a good reliability.
In this reactor, solid particles of CaO are conveyed by a gaseous stream of CO2 (or, in alternative,
helium); the products of the exothermic reaction are in different phases, so they are separated in a
cyclone, from which they are obtained a gaseous flow of CO2 (recirculated in the process) and a
stream of solid particles that (as previously explained) are made of CaCO3 on the external layer and
CaO in the inner core. The excess of CO2 at the inlet is necessary for two reasons: to control the
temperature in the reactor by removing heat and to fluidize solid outlet streams ( [2] and [12]). For
this reason, one of the main operational parameters of this reactor is the fraction of CO2 spent in
the reaction (E, generally called CO2 capture efficiency in CCS applications):
12

𝐸=

𝐹
𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶𝑂 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
= 1−
𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶𝑂 𝑖𝑛
𝐹

,

(9)
,

This parameter is dependent on other factors like the solid amount, the residence time in the
reactor, the gas superficial velocity and the sorbent reactivity [3].
Some studies have focused on the optimal conditions to be set in the reactor. As we increase molar
fraction (and thus partial pressure) of CO2 (at constant total pressure), the reaction rate of the
carbonation is enhanced; also an increase of the total pressure (at constant partial pressure of CO2)
leads to an improvement of the kinetic, but with a limit of 4000 torr (about 5,3 bar), over which the
reaction rate starts to decrease:

Figure 9-Effect of total pressure on the kinetic of carbonation [13]

This effect is explainable with a sort of “increase” in mass-transfer resistance, since by increasing
the pressure (but fixing the amount of gas introduced) the CO2 speed will decrease, with a
consequent higher mass-transfer resistance that obstacles the reaction between carbon dioxide and
CaO [13].
Finally, from Le Châtelier principle for exothermic reaction with decreasing number of moles (and
thus increasing order), reaction rate is enhanced by lowering the temperature; however, in this
project we want the carbonator temperature as high as possible in order to have high-quality heat
supplied to the power cycle and thus improve its efficiency, a sort of compromise between the two
opposite effects [2].
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2.3.3 Calciner
For the calciner, as already mentioned, operating conditions are very different: in fact, lower T are
needed in order to have a sorbent as little-sintered as possible upon calcination [3] and, by some
considerations about chemical equilibrium, it means lower CO2 partial pressure. Low temperatures
(below 700°C) are requested mainly for three reasons [2]:
-

to have better performances in terms of CaO activity;

-

to achieve a technical feasibility of the system by using a mature, reliable and thus not
expensive solar central receiver (since there aren’t high temperatures to be sustained);

-

to have lower convective and radiative heat losses compared to traditional CSP plants.

Since we want a low partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the reactor but we desire a pure CO2
stream as a product, there are mainly two options [3]:
-

calcination under reduced pressure in 100% CO2 atmosphere, which nevertheless requires a
strong vacuum atmosphere to be achieved and, from a point of view of kinetics, makes the
calcination slower;

-

dilution with steam, which not only acts as a solid reactant carrier, but also as a heat transfer
medium (lowering the required temperature) and, as already said, as an enhancer of CaO
activity.

This project adopts for the calciner the
already developed Fast Calcination
Technology

(or

Catalytic

Flash

Calcination (CFC) introduced by CALIX)
with an entrained flow reactor with
superheated steam dilution. A scheme
of the reactor is reported in Figure 10.
After the calcination, the products pass
through a cyclone (to separate solids)

Figure 10 - Catalytic Flash Calcination by Calix [3] [47]

and a condenser (to separate steam from CO2) and then sent to the storages. As easily
understandable, the combustors that are present in the image are not present in our case, since
thermal power is supplied by solar radiation.
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Finally, it is very important to have an efficient heat recovery network, since CaCO3 is extracted from
storage at ambient temperature whereas products are released at the calcination temperatures, in
order to have a smaller amount of solar energy involved in the heating of the reactants up to the
desired temperature and a bigger one involved in the reaction itself (and thus an increase of the
efficiency) [2].

2.3.4 Storages
Concerning the solid compounds storage, storage conditions are the same of the external
environment; for this purpose, since SOCRATCES pilot plant is going to be installed in Seville (Spain),
they are chosen to be realistic with respect to the location: 20°C and 1 bar. Anyway, a precise choice
has been made in this study: if heat recovery network design presents some difficulties to
completely cool down the solid products (both of calcination and carbonation), they are sent to
storages at higher temperatures; this aspect permits to have a lower preheating and a higher
amount of sensible heat stored to be used in the next carbonation/calcination [2], but requires a
certain degree of attention about insulation of the storages to avoid thermal losses.
For CO2 instead, things are different and quite complex: as a gas, a kilogram of carbon dioxide will
occupy a volume much higher than a solid compound, so in terms of volumetric energy density that
can be stored there is an issue. To solve it, CO2 has to be maintained at high pressures and low
temperatures.
Two main alternatives are taken into account to compress CO2 up to the high pressures requested (
[3] and [2]):
-

compressions with intercooling stages up to subcritical pressures (about 20 bar) + cooling
and liquefaction down to cryogenic temperatures (and eventually a pumping);

-

compressions with intercooling stages up to supercritical pressures (about 75 bar) + cooling
down to about 25°C (near ambient temperature) without necessity of a refrigeration cycle
(with a saving in energy consumption, capital and O&M costs).

For our purpose, in order to make this technology competitive in the market, the most interesting
choice is the second one.
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Another aspect which is interesting to be evaluated is what parameters influence most the storage
capacity, as we can observe from the following graphs:

Figure 11 - (a) Solids storage mass as a function of average CaO conversion. (b) CO2 storage volume as a function of average CaO
conversion for several storage conditions. [9]

We can notice that, while increasing the average CaO conversion allows for an important reduction
of the solid compounds storage volumes, the same cannot be told about CO2 storage, which is
instead more sensible to gas density (and thus storage temperature and pressure) [9].

2.3.5 Gas turbine technology
This kind of technology is well known, reliable and fully developed. For simplicity and compactness,
simple thermal cycles without reheating or intercooling stages would be the best choices (even if
they represent an improvement for thermal efficiency and for reduction of exergy losses ( [14]
[15])); however, while the former solution is not applicable in our case (because of unavoidable
mixing between gases), the latter one permits to have a lower compression work in case of high
ambient temperatures, thus enhancing the efficiency [3].
Conventionally, compact machines are used in the power cycle, including both compressor, fuelfired combustor and turbine for the power fluid, since they represent a saving in terms of costs and
a gain in performances [3]; in our work, however, gas compressor and turbine are decoupled,
whereas the role of the intercooling stage has to be fully analysed.
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A further solution is proposed for gas compressor in the carbonator side:

Figure 12 - Compressor and turbines arrangement in carbonator side [3]

Since a decompression of CO2 from storage to cycle conditions is needed in any case, a coupling of
this expansion turbine with the power-cycle compressor not only permits to cover part (or all) of
the energy needed by the latter one, but also to have an additional intercooling stage installed, since
carbon dioxide after expansion is at very low temperatures and thus helps cooling the compressed
CO2 [3].

2.3.6 Heat exchangers
Heat exchangers used in the recovery networks are essentially of three types, according to the type
of fluids involved:
-

for gas-to-gas heat exchange, closed configuration is the only one possible, to avoid mixing.
Several type of heat exchangers have been fully developed and studied for this case: shelland-tube, plate, plate-and-shell, primary surface and spiral plate;

Figure 13-Different configurations of gas-to-gas heat exchangers [2]
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-

for gas-to-solid heat exchange, both closed and open configuration are possible. The best
choice for direct (open) configuration is the cyclone heat exchanger: particles, inserted by
means of particle diffuser to improve radial dispersion, move in a “counter-flow” with
respect to the gas, which is inserted the upper part into the chamber in downward axial
direction, making a strong swirl within it and then flowing back from the top (and that’s the
difference from the conventional cyclone separators) [3].
For indirect (closed) configuration instead, a good choice is represented by an innovative
plate exchanger system for heating or cooling bulk solids, by means of a fluid without direct
contact; while solids descend by gravity, they are cooled or heated by the gas passing
between the plates in counter-current [2];

Figure 14 - Direct gas-gas heat exchanger [48]

-

Figure 15 - Indirect gas-solid heat exchanger [49]

for solid-to-solid heat exchange, technology is instead not fully developed. The most feasible
solution seems to be the one with two indirect solid-gas heat exchangers in parallel, where
the same heat transfer fluid is recirculated through both of them, removing heat from the
first solid bulk and supplying it to the other one; this solution has to be fully analysed in terms
of thermal properties of the heat transfer medium. More complex alternatives are linked to
the fluidization of the solid bulks in heat exchangers and their usage as normal fluids, or the
exchange of heat between solids by direct conduction through a solid wall [3]; however, they
are too much difficult to be implemented, so they aren’t taken under investigation in our
project.
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2.4 SOCRATCES goals to achieve
SOCRATCES project, after the preliminary studies and investigations about the best theoretical
conditions and components, forecasts an experimental phase, subdivided into many levels [16]:
-

firstly, a 10-kW prototype will be constructed to identify and solve the points of weakness
before the scaling up of the project; moreover, this step forecasts the solar integration with
the calciner, the control of the systems and the material transport. The planned period was
2017-2020, even if further updates fixed its start at the beginning of 2018;

-

after that a 1 MW pilot plant will be built in Seville, starting from advances obtained with
previous level, to obtain the best working conditions and solve the last scaling challenges
(period 2020-2023);

-

finally, the first, demonstration-aiming and commercial-size plant will be realised (period
2023-2025).

Anyway, during this period all the compounds and components involved will be fully studied in order
to obtain an optimized and performing power plant.
The practical goals of the project are represented in the following figure:

Figure 16 - SOCRATCES goals [16]
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3 CSP-CaL integration with power cycles
As already mentioned, CSP-CaL integration permits to have a larger amount of energy stored with
respect to other conventional storage media; in order to exploit it to produce electricity, this process
must be integrated with a power cycle to which the energy is supplied in form of heat flux. This
exploitation was already theorized in the ‘70s [17], but only in the last years the study about
integration schemes is assuming more relevance.
Power cycle integration can be of two types: direct or indirect integration. To sum up all the
alternatives, Ortiz et al. [10] briefly reviews the main integration processes in the scientific
literature; now we will recap the main schemes.

3.1 Direct integration
In direct integration schemes, the power cycle fluid is coincident with one of the reactants/products
involved in the reaction; in our case, this is done by CO2, which, after the carbonation, is directly
sent (total or in part) into the power turbine to produce electricity. A first integration scheme was
proposed by Edwards et al. [18], where heat released by carbonation was exploited to produce
power through an air/CO2 open cycle; a conceptual scheme is reported below.

Figure 17 - CSP-CaL direct integration with CO2/air open cycle [18]
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After the complete reaction of CaCO3 in the calciner, the products (CO2 and CaO) pass through a
network of heat exchangers to preheat solid reactants entering the calciner; moreover, carbon
dioxide is stored under pressure (whereas solids are stored at ambient conditions), so it has to
undergo a multi-stage intercooled compression (even if in the scheme it is represented only one
compressor, in real conditions, as already explained, it is better performing to have this type of
compression). A suitable separation unit must be installed to separate steam (or He) that are
presents in reactor atmosphere for optimal working conditions [2].
For the carbonator side instead, compressed CO2 is mixed with compressed air (at carbonator
pressure) and preheated by reaction products before entering the reactor; also CaO exiting from
storage is preheated through a heat recovery from carbonation products [10]. In this scheme, CO2
entering the carbonator is assumed to react completely with CaO, so there isn’t any excess of carbon
dioxide in this ideal situation; therefore, a pure air stream is released from carbonator, provided to
the power turbine to produce electricity and then released directly to the atmosphere. However, at
a given temperature, carbonation will proceed until CO2 concentration reaches a limit threshold,
corresponding to the point of thermodynamic equilibrium of carbonation [10] over which it’s not
possible for CO2 to react with CaO and thus it’s unavoidable to have a percentage of carbon dioxide
in the gas vented to the atmosphere; moreover, since ideal thermodynamic equilibrium isn’t
reached in real conditions, the CO2 concentration will be even higher than this theoretical limit.
Since this project started with the aim of free CO2 power production, open Brayton cycle is not a
suitable choice.
To overcome this situation, an alternative is represented by a regenerative CO2 closed Brayton cycle
whose scheme was realized by Chacartegui et al. ( [19] and [12]). A conceptual scheme, realized by
Ortiz et al., is represented in the figure below.

Figure 18 - CSP-CaL indirect integration with CO2 closed cycle [10]
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In the former of these works, a first type of scheme was analysed particularly concerning the optimal
pressure ratio (PR) of the carbonator to the turbine outlet; as a solution for the main problem
affecting the previous plant type, CO2 enters the carbonator in excess with respect to the
stoichiometric quantity and the amount not reacted acts as a heat carrier fluid that is supplied to
the power turbine and then thermally regenerated (through the heat recovery system) and
compressed, before being mixed to carbon dioxide coming from the storage [10]. This study finds
out that the efficiency reaches its maximum at PR=3,2 and this is independent from the CaO
conversion value:

Figure 19 - Plant efficiency as a function of pressure ratio (PR) and
turbine outlet pressure (TOP) for fixed CaO conversion (X=0,5) [19]

Figure 20 - Effect of PR on power production and consumptions [19]

In fact, higher PRs mean lower temperatures at the outlet of the turbine and thus lower
temperatures of CaO particles entering the carbonator, whereas lower PRs lead to higher CO2 flow
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rates needed in the power cycle; finally, lower absolute pressures in the carbonator lead to lower
net consumption for turbine/compressor complex linked to CO2 storage [10].
In the latter work [12], instead, the focus was upon the improvement of the heat exchange network:
starting from the configuration utilized for open cycle (as in Figure 19) with adaptations coming from
the use of a closed Brayton cycle, an enhancement of the global efficiency of the plant is obtained
by an improvement of the heat recover [10].

3.2 Indirect integration
Regarding the indirect integration, many studies have been carried out to find the best integration
cycle and the optimal conditions related to it; a general scheme is provided in the figure below.

Figure 21 - Indirect integration scheme [2]

In this configuration, the power block and the carbonator side are not anymore directly integrated,
since they only exchange thermal power through a heat exchanger, exactly as a heat recovery made
for the reactants preheating [2].
As already said, scientific literature has already focused upon this argument: particularly, Ortiz et al.
[9] explored many different cycles to find out the best choice, and then they compared them with
the performances obtained with the direct integration. Power cycles under investigation are a sub-
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critical Rankine cycle with reheat, a recompression supercritical CO2 (sCO2) Brayton cycle and a
Combined Cycle (CC). The results obtained are reported in the following graph:

Figure 22 - Comparison between different indirect integrations performances [9]

As we can observe, the CO2 closed cycle direct integration yields the best efficiency results.
Moreover, only indirect integrations allow to operate under atmospheric pressure in the
carbonator, being the efficiency hampered in this integration as the carbonator pressure is
increased; the opposite trend is instead observed in the CO2 closed and CC power cycles [9], where
the global efficiency is enhanced with increasing carbonator pressure up to a certain optimum value
(around 4.2 bar for the CO2 closed cycle and 5.1 bar for the CC, both with atmospheric turbine outlet
pressure) [9]. Finally, even if the sCO2 recompression cycle could be potentially attractive from a
thermodynamic point of view, the conservative values used for the turbomachinery efficiencies
represent an obstacle for reaching very high global efficiencies [9].
Finally, another type of scheme analysed that mixes both direct and indirect integration is the one
considering high temperature solid storage [20]. An integration scheme is reported below.
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Figure 23 - Integration with high energy storages [20]

While in the carbonator side the power cycle utilized is a regenerative (direct) CO2 Brayton cycle, in
the calciner side CaO is sent directly at high temperature into the storage, while carbon dioxide
produced in the calciner releases part of its sensible heat to solid CaCO3 preheater and to a heat
recovery steam generator (HRSG) that supplies a Rankine cycle (indirect integration). In this way, it
is also possible to avoid the solid-solid heat exchange, that isn’t trivial as already said.
Two last considerations have to be done about CaL integration [2]:
-

for all the power cycles analysed (except for open air/CO2 cycle, since there is not
recirculation), a CO2 inventory storage complex (with turbine and compressor) has to be
included, in order to modify the amount of carbon dioxide recirculated during the transient
phase of the carbonator side. Anyway, since in our study we assume steady-state conditions
for our simulations, we can ignore its presence;

-

as previously said, calciner and carbonator side can be treated and simulated separately, and
this aspect finds confirmation in the fact that (in first approximation) calciner side layout
isn’t influenced by the power cycle integration.

With all these considerations about general CSP-CaL integration with power cycle, we can now
introduce the type of power cycle considered in this work, i.e. Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC).
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3.3 Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC)
The Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) is a type of Rankine power cycle that exploits a fluid with a
molecular weight higher than the water’s one and with a liquid-vapor phase change (or boiling
point) occurring at a lower temperature than the water-steam phase change. The choice of this type
of plant is thus useful for recovering low-grade heat (in general, in many applications it starts being
useful at T<370 °C [21]); consequently, in our case, where carbonator reaches high temperatures
(so a diametrically opposed situation with respect to the usual one for ORCs), it could be interesting
to analyse their integration with CaL process because of the favourable thermal properties of these
fluids and the advantages in terms of performance at reduced power loads given by the machineries
[2].
The organic fluids involved present some characteristics that have to be carefully analysed for the
specific choice ( [22] and [23]):
-

T-s diagram close to isentropic one. In fact, the main difference between these organic fluids
and water (used in Steam Rankine Cycle or SRC) is their behaviour during the expansion from
saturated state through a turbine at low and moderate temperature: with most of organic
fluids, an isentropic expansion from saturated vapor results in superheated vapor, rather
than a two-phase mixture as with water, avoiding complications to turbine and cycle design.
This is due to the slope of the vapor saturation curve of the fluid in this region, i.e. positive
for organic fluids, negative for water and infinite for isentropic fluids; consequently, it is
possible to subdivide medium for Rankine cycles into three categories(dry, wet and
isentropic), as it can be observed from the following figure:

Figure 24 - Examples respectively of a wet, isentropic and dry fluid [22]
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In the following table, some of the fluids analysed in the literature and their classification
are reported:

Table 3 - Classification of working fluids [22]

-

high molecular weight: the higher is its value, the more positive is the slope of the saturation
curve (a positive effect);

-

non-corrosivity and low toxicity;

-

low flammability;

-

low cost;

-

low Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) and Global Warming Potential (GWP): ODP is
calculated as the ratio of ozone destruction per unit mass of released gas, whereas GWP is
a factor that estimates how much the mass of a chemical will increase the global warming,
over a period of 100 years [22];

-

low viscosity;

-

compatible with materials;

-

value of specific heat of liquid similar to the one of vapor.

Fluids reported in the table are some examples of those involved in ORC plants, whereas other
media exploited can be found in literature ( [24], [25] and [23]).
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A typical scheme of an ORC plant is represented in the figure below:

Figure 25-Typical ORC plant scheme without and with recuperator [25]

Components involved are the ones typically exploited in SRC, with the addition of a regenerator (or
recuperator) to recover the heat of the superheated vapor exiting from the turbine to preheat the
fluid before entering the evaporator. As we will see in the next chapters, in our analysis we will start
from temperatures obtained with optimization done in previous works but without a starting heat
exchangers network, and our purpose will be exactly to find it and to discover whether a recuperator
is necessary or not.
Moreover, similarly to “traditional” Rankine cycles, ORCs can be subdivided into supercritical and
subcritical cycles, depending on whether maximum pressure is higher or not than critical value for
that specific organic fluid; in terms of plant scheme, in a supercritical cycle the evaporator is
substituted by a generic heating stage due to the absence of a defined phase change step. T-s and
T-φ diagrams of both cases are reported in the figure below, where a regenerator is placed, and
yellow and blue lines represent respectively a hot source temperature trend example and a cold
sink one; it is interesting to notice that in the supercritical case is possible to obtain a heating curve
that matches the variable temperature heat source, reducing thus the overall logarithmic
temperature mean difference and the efficiency losses due to heat exchange with finite
temperature differences:
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Figure 26-Subcritical and supercritical cycles [50]

In this study it will be analysed the supercritical cycle of benzene (C6H6), an isentropic organic fluid.
Since we utilize results obtained in simulations and analyses performed in a previous thesis [2], we
have to briefly introduce some assumptions made about cycle parameters:
-

condensing pressure is assumed to be at a value lower than atmospheric pressure because,
even if is safer to have a higher value to avoid air infiltrations, in terms of thermodynamic
efficiencies it is more interesting to condensate under vacuum conditions. However, a lower
boundary value of 0,1 bar is set for machinery limits;

-

temperature has a lower limit value of 35°C (that is reached in condensation stage) for a
thermal exchange purpose (since Tamb=20°C and ΔTpinch point is assumed equal to 15°C, as
explained later);

-

constant values for efficiencies of all the machineries involved (pump, electric, turbine) have
been imposed (we don’t report here the values involved since we will work on results of the
simulations, so assumptions about how they’re obtained are not of interest);

-

a vapor fraction minimum limit for the entire expansion has been set to a value of 0.85, in
order not to have an excessive formation of condensate in the turbine;
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-

maximum temperature and pressure at the turbine inlet are set in order to overcome the
maximum sustainable conditions, so, upper limits of these quantities are set respectively to
510°C and 110 bar.

With all these introductive aspects that have been fully exposed, we can now start explaining
the analysis performed in this work.
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4 Heat exchanger network design
The work of this master’s degree thesis starts from the results of a previous thesis written by Tesio
et al. [2]: starting from temperatures that he obtained in the optimization of the ORC indirect
integration (where the power cycle presented the features already explained in previous chapters),
the first step is to design the corresponding heat exchanger network. In order to understand how
these temperatures are obtained, let’s firstly introduce a brief explanation of the optimization
algorithm involved in the previous work.

4.1 Optimization of the ORC integration
To introduce the algorithm utilized in the optimization process, it can be useful to analyse a
flowchart taken from that thesis.
Firstly, thermodynamic cycle has been
optimized separately from the rest of the
plant because, even if from a theoretical
point of view it is more correct to
optimize both the carbonator side and
the ORC cycle together, it is more
practical and computationally simpler to
optimize firstly the power cycle and then
to insert temperatures obtained here into
the second step of the optimization
where carbonator side is optimized. From
this preliminary step, streams data
(temperature, flowrate, pressure, specific
heat capacity through linear interpolation
from Aspen dataset) are obtained from
single variable (i.e. the evaporation
pressure) optimization, performed with
the quadratic approximation method. At

Figure 27 - Optimization algorithm [2]
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the same time, also operating conditions of some components important for the plant (as the excess
index and both the turbine and compressor outlet temperatures, TOT and COT respectively) have
been obtained from Aspen simulations, but since these are dependent variables for the optimization
(so they’re obtained from the values of the independent ones), they are imported on MATLAB to be
used in the next step of the algorithm.
After having chosen a value for the CaO activity (an independent variable for the process, treated
as discrete for the optimization for practical reasons, since a change in its value needs a new run of
the algorithm), the genetic algorithm involved in the optimization process selects a population of
individuals whose elements are a set of values for five independent variables (all treated as
continuous in the optimization process, except for the carbonator temperature that has discrete
values for practical reasons): the carbonator temperature, the CO2 inlet temperature, the CaO inlet
temperature, the compressor inlet temperature (CIT) and the turbine inlet temperature (TIT). From
these values, all the other dependent variables (intermediate temperatures, pressures and
flowrates) are obtained through calculations.
For every set of values of independent variables (and dependent ones related to them), bisection
method is used to iteratively calculate the minimum CaO flowrate in order to guarantee a null
heating requirement from the external environment (through pinch analysis), having firstly obtained
values for specific heat capacities from both mathematical correlations and Aspen dataset; by using
the CaO flowrate obtained, the net electrical power per unit of CaO mass flow is evaluated, that is
the objective function to be maximized. In other words, the aim of the process is to obtain the
maximum electrical power produced with the lowest consumption of reactants involved [2]. The
algorithm stops when the convergence tolerance is reached, and the objective function is
maximized.
In the following tables, values obtained for ORCs integration are reported.

Table 4 - Optimized ORC cycle main parameters [2]
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Table 5 - Main optimized parameters of the plant [2]

In the last two tables, selected values are the starting point of our analysis. Now, having explained
how results have been obtained, we can proceed with the design of the heat exchange network.

4.2 A first design of the heat exchange network
The starting points of our analysis are the temperatures involved in the heat exchange and the
values for the specific heat capacity within these intervals; the former are the ones reported in the
previous tables, the latter are supplied by Tesio who obtained them for its thesis. In particular, the
last ones are evaluated in specific intervals that come from the code used in MATLAB for the
calculation of T* (the modified temperature used for the pinch analysis).
Now we can exploit all these data to design a first scheme for the heat exchanger network; in order
to do this, a specific tool in the environment of Aspen is used, called Energy Analyzer. This is
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necessary because fluids involved have specific heat capacities that are variable with the
temperature, and this tool allows to insert all the segments of validity for each cp. After the data
import and the setting of the minimum temperature difference at 15°C, the situation is the one
represented in the figure below.

Fluids involved
CaCO3+CaO_un
CO2_rec
C6H6_cond
CO2_mix
CO2_stec
C6H6_eva
CaO
Air
Cooing water

Tin (°C)
875
875
223,8
187,6
20
40,2
20
18
5

Tout (°C)
20
115,9
34,9
81,4
650
428
310,3
22
15

G (kg/s)
2,697
1,372
3,724
2,132
0,761
3,724
1,936
-

Figure 28 - Streams involved in the heat recovery network design (second scheme is reported from [2])

The fluids involved are the solid outlet stream exiting the carbonator (CaCO3+CaOun), the carbon
dioxide recirculated from same outlet (CO2,rec) the benzene streams respectively in condenser and
evaporator (C6H6,cond and C6H6,eva), CO2 streams respectively exiting the storage and entering the
carbonator (CO2,stec and CO2,mix) and the solid stream of calcium oxide entering the carbonator (CaO).
With respect to the temperatures reported in previous tables, there is a little difference: the
minimum temperature for the benzene is set to 34,9°C and not to 35°C; this choice has been made
to solve a problem given by the tool, which didn’t recognize the pinch points. In fact, in this scenario
two pinch points are present (at 187,6/172,6°C and at 35/20°C respectively), but because of the
approximation linked to the optimization algorithm (it’s not the exact solution, but it converges to
it with a very little tolerance), the grand composite curve at these pinch temperatures shows a value
of the thermal flux very small and negligible with respect to other powers involved, nevertheless
not exactly equal to zero. However, by changing the validity interval of the last cp and thus changing
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the extreme temperature from 35 to 34,9°C (and in practice with a negligible difference about
thermal flux exchanged between fluids), the software succeeds in recognizing the two pinch points.
Moreover, two cold utilities have been inserted since the tool needs them in order to satisfy the
cooling requirement; however, as we will see later, one of the cooling is referred to a solid stream
and, since we have already said that solid outlets can be sent to storages at higher temperatures,
we can avoid to take it into account.
Energy Analyzer gives us all the information about the pinch analysis, e.g. the composite curves and
the grand composite curve, that are reported below.

Figure 29 - Composite and grand composite curves
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From the former of these graphs, we can notice the external heating requirement equal to zero and
the cooling one involving the lowest temperatures (from software we know that it is equal to 1623
kW), whereas from the latter the two pinch points are more evident (at T*=180,1°C and at T*=27,5).
In order to understand the methodology involved in the design, we have to clarify some important
points:
-

initially, matches between solid streams have been avoided, since technology for heat
exchange between solids isn’t well developed, as already said and as suggested in literature
[12]. However, as we will see later, this intention hasn’t been maintained because of
difficulties arisen during the design;

-

splitting of the solid streams hasn’t been initially considered, because it’s more difficult than
other splits involved [12], but also this purpose hasn’t been fulfilled;

-

as a general way to proceed, at each step of the coupling, fluids with the highest thermal
flux to be supplied/received have been matched, with suitable fractions of split according to
their products G*cp (heat capacity flowrate or CP): when possible, splits have been conceived
in order to have the same product both for hot and cold fluid and thus the same temperature
difference at the exchanger extremes; in some steps of this method, however, it has been
preferred coupling the fluids with the highest CP values (also here with suitable split
fractions), in order to solve problems linked to their requirement satisfaction. This approach
has been partially inspired by some studies with similar problems found in literature (e.g.
Lara et al. [26], where the heat network design of a CaL system indirectly integrated with a
supercritical steam cycle is analysed).

For simplicity, the design has been carried out by separating the fluids into two zones: above the 2nd
pinch point (i.e. above 187,6°C for hot fluids and 172,6°C for cold ones) and below it.
Design here obtained are reported in the figure below.
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Figure 30 - Heat recovery network of the real plant respectively below and above the 2nd pinch point
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FLUID

SPLIT FRACTIONS

FLUID

SPLIT FRACTIONS

CaCO3+CaOun

0,644

CO2,rec

0,5

0,356
C6H6,eva

0,5

0,728

C6H6,cond

0,219

0,867
0,133

0,053

C6H6,eva

Table 7-Fractions of split for fluids below the 2nd pinch point

0,734
0,266

Table 6-Fractions of split for fluids above the 2nd pinch point

As we can see, in this configuration 20 heat exchangers are present (actually, there are 21 of them
reported in the figure, but the cooler for CaCO3 in practise is not considered, since, as already said,
solid products streams can be sent into storages at higher temperatures with respect to the nominal
ones), and, especially for the zone between the two pinch points, some of them are of little size, to
avoid temperature difference problems. This difficulty in plotting the network is mainly linked to
two aspects:
-

the proximity of the two composite curves, that in the zone between the two pinch points
maintain a distance a little higher than the pinch point one. Therefore, as already mentioned,
in order not to have a temperature mismatch in a following coupling and thus to have the
same temperature difference at the two extremes of a heat exchanger, in this zone each
match has to be made between fluids with the same heat capacity flowrate CP (and so with
parallel T-φ curves);

-

specific heat capacities of the fluids involved are strongly dependent on temperatures (and
thus CPs), and some of them represent also a problem for coupling.

Figure 31 - Variation of heat capacity flowrates with the temperature
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As we can observe from the graph above (where CP dependency on temperature in the zone
between the two pinch points is reported), while most of the fluids’ behaviours are almost
linear with increasing T, the peak at low temperature for stoichiometric CO2 represents a
big problem for a correct coupling; moreover, also benzene presents a larger variation both
in evaporation and condensation stages, but the similar slopes suggest us to try a coupling
between the two fluids.
Analysing the network obtained in this step, we can certainly notice that the number of exchangers
is high; this is a problem intrinsically related to the treatment of supercritical fluids, as already seen
by Lara et al. [26] with supercritical steam cycle. In our case, however, the main problem is
represented by heat capacities; therefore, to solve it, a possible option is to make some assumptions
and simplifications about them, towards a sort of “linearization” that it will be explained in the next
section.

4.3 Linearization of heat capacities and design simplification
The method exploited to simplify heat capacities is the following: except for the benzene in the
condenser and the CO2 exiting from storage (CO2,stec), all the cp of the fluids have been subdivided
into a number of them equal to the number of “zones” in which the fluid passes (i.e. two different
heat capacities have been obtained for fluids which are present both in the zones above and below
the 2nd pinch point, one cp value for CO2 entering the carbonator which is present only in the zone
between the two pinch points and three cp values for the others); for CO2,stec and C6H6,cond, instead,
more subdivisions have been made, in order to face up to peaks and large increases in the real
trends. Moreover, for C6H6,cond these further subdivisions are needed because, if we neglect them,
external requirements for cooling and heating will increase (i.e. hot fluids composite curve will be
different from real case and there will be uncovered portions of both the curves, that means thus a
thermal requirements increase).
Each “equivalent” heat capacity has been obtained with a weighted average: since data obtained
from Tesio regarding cp were under the form of many intervals of temperature and their
correspondent heat capacity for that fluid, the new value has been evaluated by multiplying each
value of cp times the temperature interval of validity, by summing all the results and by dividing the
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value here obtained by the interval of temperature ΔT in which we have chosen to have the
linearization. For a generic fluid j, the formula utilised is reported below:
𝑐

,

,

=

∑ 𝑐

,,

∙ ∆𝑇

∆𝑇

(10)

where n represents the total number of sub-intervals of validity ΔTi for the single cp,i.
The design obtained is reported in the next page (with a subdivision respectively in the upper region
and in the zone between the two pinch points, whereas the lower region has not been represented
since it’s constituted of coolers which are the “extension” of the ones reported in the second
scheme).
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Figure 32 - Scheme of the zone above the 2nd pinch point and the middle region respectively
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FLUID

FRACTION OF SPLIT

CaCO3+CaOun 0,790

FLUID

FRACTION OF SPLIT

CaCO3+CaOun

0,465

0,210
C6H6,eva

0,628

0,535
C6H6,cond

0,151
0,221

0,949
0,051

C6H6,eva

0,219
0,685
0,097

CaO

0,170
0,830

CO2,stec

0,180
0,820

Table 8 - Fractions of split for fluids respectively in the upper and middle zone

The improvement is clear, since the design here obtained is composed of 16 effective heat
exchangers (the cooler on calcium carbonate is obviously inexistent in practice, as previously
explained).
To further improve the design, also Energy Analyzer itself has been exploited, with its function
“Recommended Designs”: by inserting as input data the forbidden matches (here for simplicity all
the couplings have been allowed), the maximum number of designs obtained and the maximum
number of splits allowed for each fluid, the tool tries to find different “near-optimum” solutions for
the design. The results, however, isn’t acceptable: in fact, the program seems to find only an
economic optimum, without considering thermodynamic aspects and even violating the minimum
temperature difference constraint (sometimes giving a negative difference between hot and cold
side), losing any validity for our study. An example for the upper region is reported below, where
the yellow heat exchanger is infeasible because Thot-Tcold assumes negative values.

Figure 33 - Infeasible near-optimum plant designed by Energy Analyzer
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In next chapters, our purpose will be to find the best feasible option from an economic point of
view: by simplifying the heat exchange network with a specific methodology (that we will explain
later), and assessing the cost for each new configuration, we will arrive to an optimum design, which
of course will have higher external requirements, but a lower cost with respect to the already
obtained scheme.
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5 Economic improvement of the heat network
The methodology involved in the economic improvement of the plant is constituted of two main
procedures:
-

the simplification of the heat exchangers network, in turn constituted by the removal of the
exchanger itself and the path of intervention in order to restore the minimum temperature
difference;

-

the economic evaluation of the obtained designs, in order to move towards an optimal
situation.

Now let’s see the main steps of these procedures.

5.1 Simplification of the heat exchangers network
The concept of simplification starts from the theory of graphs, utilised in general to describe systems
with a complex topology: in fact, concepts like branches (i.e. oriented segments), nodes (i.e. points
which limit branches) and meshes (i.e. closed independent loops constituted of branches) can be
easily applied to the topology of heat recovery network. In particular, we can use the Euler’s formula
for planar graph [27]:
𝑢 =𝑁+𝑀−𝑆

(11)

where


u represents the number of branches, which, in our case, it is equal to the number of heat
exchangers involved;



N is the number of nodes. For heat recovery network, it is the number of internal fluids plus
external sources;



M represents the number of meshes (to be an independent mesh, a closed loop has to have
at least one heat exchanger that other loops haven’t);



S is the number of subsystems, i.e. parts of the network that are totally independent one
from each other (one subsystem is constituted of branches and nodes that are not in
common with other subsystems).
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Our purpose, from a pure economic point of view, is to reduce the number of heat exchangers,
since, as we’ll see in next chapters, this reduction means a direct reduction of investment costs for
the plant. By observing the Euler’s formula, it can be noticed that this kind of simplification can be
carried out in two ways [27]:
-

decrease of the number of meshes M;

-

increase of the number of subsystems S.

The latter solution is difficult to be exploited, since we have to distinguish two energetically
balanced and separated networks, and that is a rare possibility for normal cases, in particular for
ones with a complex network as in our case.
Our possible way to proceed can thus be the former one; of course, this is possible if M>1, but at
the same time its reduction leads to a very probable increase in the external requirements. By
applying the Euler’s formula to the real plant to calculate the number of meshes (considering also
the cooler for the solid particles that in reality it’s not considered), we obtain the following result:
𝑀 = 𝑢 − 𝑁 + 𝑆 = 21 − 8 + 1 = 14

(12)

Therefore, it can be possible to simplify this situation by lowering this number. Of course, by
analysing the plant with equivalent specific heats, the improvement is clear:
𝑀 = 𝑢 − 𝑁 + 𝑆 = 17 − 8 + 1 = 10

(13)

Although the number of meshes is decreased, there is room for further improvements.
The main steps of the procedure exploited for this work is as follows:
1) selection and removal of the heat exchanger with the lowest power, but still belonging to a
mesh. This last clarification is fundamental: in fact, in some steps of the simplification, the
heat exchanger with the lowest thermal power doesn’t belong to any mesh and, in step 2),
it represents a problem for the re-assessment of the powers of heat exchangers left;
moreover, the choice of the lowest power is due to the fact that, at most, the increase in
external requirements will be equal to this value (but we will expect an even lower value).
As an example, referred to the first simplification from the equivalent base case, one of the
heat exchangers between CaCO3+CaOun and CO2,stec is chosen, with a flux φ=19,18 kW;
2) re-assessment of the thermal powers and temperatures involved in a mesh that previously
contained the removed exchanger. In order to understand this step, it could be useful to
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refer to the following scheme (in this example, is reported the scheme which explains the
first simplification):

Figure 34 - Scheme used for the first simplification (in red, the removed exchanger, in yellow the other ones involved in
the considered mesh, each one with its thermal power increase/decrease)

3) after the previous step, it can be possible to have one or more temperature differences that
are smaller than the pinch point one, or even a mismatch temperature difference (one or
even both the differences of a heat exchanger are negative, i.e. the hot fluid temperature
has a lower value than the cold one); to establish again the minimum temperature
difference, the way to proceed is to select what is called the “intervention path”. It is a path
along the network that passes through at least one of the temperatures involved in the
difference problem; moreover, it has to belong to one of the following subcategories:
a) a closed path (i.e. another mesh). In our simplification, this type of path is not
considered (only in the last simplifications, the re-assessment in step 2 will give a
result similar to this type of path), since the consequent redistribution is quite
complex and, in most of our cases, it doesn’t solve totally the problem. Moreover,
particularly for first steps, redistribution within a mesh would only move the
problem of violation of minimum temperature difference to another point between
the exchangers of the selected closed loop;
b) an open path which starts in correspondence of an external source and ends in
correspondence of another one. It is the type of path that we have used mostly in
this work;
c) an open path which starts in a point of entry of a hot fluid and ends in a point of exit
of a cold one. Although apparently this solution could look useless (since it implies
the addition of a heater/cooler, in contrast with the purpose of reducing the number
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of exchangers), in some cases it is necessary because other types of path lead to an
increase in external requirements that is higher than the flux of the exchanger
removed.
4) After the selection of the path, we can proceed in a similar way with respect to step 2: there
is a redistribution of a certain amount of flux between the heat exchangers being passed
through by the path, in order to re-establish the pinch point difference. They can be involved
in the path in two ways:

Figure 35 - Types of exchanger crossing by intervention path (in red they are represented the fluids involved in the path
and in yellow the crossing of the exchanger)

In the first case, the path crosses the heat exchanger along a single side (hot or cold), so
both the temperatures of it will change of the same quantity, leaving the flux unchanged; in
the second case, the path crosses both the sides, thus changing the thermal power involved,
which is redistributed between other exchangers crossed in a similar way (if there are) or
between heaters and coolers (if involved in the path).
At the end of the intervention, in all the cases (except for the case a) within a mesh), the pinch point
has moved from the original point; since this means that a heat exchanger has crossed the pinch
point with respect to the original case, the minimum external requirements are increased.
Now we can fully understand and analyse the simplification of the plant carried out in this work.
Starting from the base case, the first simplification clearly requires the addition of a heater for
benzene passing through the evaporator (C6H6,eva), since in our original scenario no heating source
was needed and thus no heating stage was present.

Figure 36 - Network after the 1st simplification
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While the second simplification is a normal one, with the removal of a heat exchanger and an
increase in the external requirements, the third one requires some additional attention: in fact,
directly increasing the requirements or adding a heater doesn’t work in this case, since in both cases
the rise is much higher than the value of the flux of the removed heat exchanger. The only way to
have a lower increase seems to be the addition of a cooler for a hot fluid, in this case the carbon
dioxide in excess from carbonation stage that is recirculated (CO2,rec).

Figure 37 - Network after the 2nd and the 3rd simplification, respectively

For the fourth simplification, instead, we distinguish two way to proceed: in the first case, we only
take action on the external demands and this leads to an increase that is higher than the flux
removed, but with a lower number of exchangers; in the second case, we add a heater for the
stoichiometric CO2 exiting from the storage (the so-called CO2,stec), resulting in a lower requirements
increase but a higher exchangers number. From now on, we will refer to these cases separately as
Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, respectively; further simplifications will be applied to both the scenarios,
in order to understand with the economic analysis (carried out in the next chapter) which one is the
best.
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Figure 38 - Networks for Scenario 1 and 2 after the 4th simplification

For the fifth removal, things proceed normally, with a simplification in both the scenarios (for
Scenario 1 there is neither an increase in the demands).

Figure 39 - Networks for Scenario 1 and 2 after the 5th simplification

For Scenario 1, in the 6th simplification, we could again have two way to go on, i.e. increasing only
the requirements or adding a heater; we will refer to this subdivision as Scenario 1a and 1b,
respectively.

Figure 40 - Networks for Scenario 1a and 1b after the 6th simplification
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For Scenario 2, instead, intervention is quite easy, since we only act on the external demands;
however, as we will see from economic analysis (explained in next chapter but carried out in parallel
with simplifications during the work), the trend is a strong increase of costs for this scenario, so
further improvements from this step won’t be considered.

Figure 41 - Network for Scenario 2 after the 6th simplification

For the 7th simplification, in Scenario 1a the only feasible option is to add a heater, whereas an
intervention on requirements is not possible: in fact, if we remove the selected exchanger and we
try to redistribute the fluxes, we’ll reach the infeasibility from a point of view of temperatures.

Figure 42 - Networks for Scenario 1a after 7th simplification with addition of a heater and with intervention on requirements (the
second one is infeasible)

In Scenario 1b, instead, we can use the re-assessment/intervention within another mesh, so neither
external requirements nor the number of exchangers will increase.

Figure 43 - Network for Scenario 1b after the 7th simplification
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Last simplifications, which are carried out in Scenario 1b, slightly differ from previous ones: in fact,
since for 8th simplification we would have to add again a heater (since other methods are infeasible),
we have also tried to simplify the most expensive heat exchanger and not the one with the smallest
flux, in order to reach a better situation from an economic point of view. For the “new” 8th
simplification the purpose is reached, but for further one we do not succeed in doing it, so we do
not continue the simplification work.

Figure 44 - Network for Scenario 1b after the 8th simplification adding a heater

Figure 45 - Networks for Scenario 1b after 8th and 9th simplification by removing the most expensive exchanger

Here are summarized the results obtained.
Simplification Flux removed in Scenario 1a (kW) Change in external requirements (kW) # of heat exchangers for 1a
1
19200
18520
17
2
40700
22040
16
3
94300
78940
16
4
106500
154700
15
5
198800
0
14
6
233300
233900
13
7
259200
181600
13

Simplification Flux removed in Scenario 2 (kW) Change in external requirements (kW) # of heat exchangers for 2
1
19200
18520
17
2
40700
22040
16
3
94300
78940
16
4
106500
113300
16
5
198800
79800
15
6
222200
144200
14
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Simplification Flux removed in Scenario 1b (kW) Change in external requirements (kW) # of heat exchangers for 1b
1
19200
18520
17
2
40700
22040
16
3
94300
78940
16
4
106500
154700
15
5
198800
0
14
6
233300
87500
14
7
233900
0
13
8
364500
0
12
9
938600
938400
11

Table 9 - Resume of the simplifications achieved

Figure 46 - Number of exchangers in the different scenarios and trend of the requirement

As we can see from tables above (and as previously said), some removals have not required a
change in external needs: this is due to the fact that the re-assessment has taken place within a
mesh composed of only two exchangers and, when we have removed the chosen one, the other
one had a Logarithmic Mean Temperature Difference (LMTD) so high that the redistribution didn’t
create any temperature violations; this is a sort of case a) between intervention paths applied to
redistribution. Moreover, we could not apply this kind of re-assessment (and also the related
intervention path) in first simplifications because meshes under investigations in those steps were
near one of the pinch points, so our intervention would have caused a temperature violation (with
consequent requirement increase, thus losing any advantage with respect to our method).
Now, in order to fully analyse the work already done until now, we can introduce the method for
the economic evaluation utilised here; as already mentioned, this type of analysis has been made in
parallel with the simplification , in order to understand in which direction we were moving to.

5.2 Economic analysis of the obtained networks
Economic analysis employed in this work is based on guidelines and methodologies elaborated by
the National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) for the
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cost estimation of power plants and systems [28]. This methodology has been developed by NETL
in order to evaluate costs associated to a power plant and its components and to find out which
configuration is the best from a pure economic point of view. Most techno-economic studies
completed by NETL feature cost estimates intended for the purpose of a “Feasibility Study” (AACE
Class 4, a classification for the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering) and this work
doesn’t make an exception; for this class of study, the following features are expected, with a
relevant error of the cost estimation with respect to the real value:

Table 10 - Features of an AACE Class 4 Cost Estimate [28]

Therefore, we have to pay attention to this high error with respect to the real value, but, since in
this work we compare one scenario with each other, the error is the same for each scenario, fact
that guarantees to obtain the best configuration although the unavoidable inaccuracies. Moreover,
since each scenario differs from the others only for the heat exchanger network layout (and not for
other components of the plant), our economic analysis is pointed only on it.
This methodology starts from capital cost of the components, i.e. the initial investment cost linked
to them; in particular, the capital cost is defined at five levels, each of which takes into account a
different information about the component:
1) Bare Erected Cost (BEC) takes into account the cost of process equipment, on-site facilities
and infrastructure that support the plant and the direct/indirect work required for its
construction and/or installation;
2) Engineering, Procurement and Construction Cost (EPCC) considers BEC plus the cost of
services provided by the Engineering Procurement and Construction (EPC) contractor. It is
usually an external service, since big companies pay some external societies in order to
design, procure and construct their plant (while feasibility studies are usually done by big
companies);
3) Total Plant Cost (TPC) includes EPCC plus process and project contingencies;
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4) Total Overnight Cost (TOC) takes into account TPC plus all other “overnight” costs (=costs as
we’re building the plant in one night, thus not considering the effect of time on capital cost
due to inflation), including owner’s costs;
5) Total As-Spent Capital (TASC) includes TOC plus the effects of escalation and inflation and
the interest during the construction.
Here are summarized the different levels.

Figure 47 - Levels of the capital cost according to NETL [28]

Therefore, the starting point of our analysis is the estimation of the BEC of the heat exchanger
network for each design.

5.2.1 Estimation of the BEC
According to NETL, the approach to estimate the BEC of a component involved in a power plant is
based on cost functions, i.e. polynomial functions that have been derived from a very large database
of capital costs of thermal components. They are given for a specific base condition and then
reported to operating conditions thanks to multiplying factors: they depend on the specific
equipment type, system pressure and materials of construction. As we are analysing only the heat
exchanger network, we are interested in cost functions linked to these components.
There are two cost functions utilised in this work.
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1) One cost function comes from [29] and has been used for gas-gas exchange, for cooling
stage (air cooling), for heating stage (gas-gas exchange between flue gases from a
combustion chamber and the stream to be heated) and for combustion chamber (taken into
account for calculations); it has the following formula:
𝐶

= 𝐶 ∙ (𝐵 + 𝐵 ∙ 𝐹 ∙ 𝐹 )

(14)

where:
-

𝐶 is the purchasing cost of equipment referred to base conditions (e.g. common
material, ambient conditions);

-

B1 and B2 are constants correlated from data in previous works and are dependent
on the type of equipment;

-

FM is the material factor, which mainly depends on the operating temperature;

-

FP is the pressure factor, which depends on the operating pressure.

𝐶 is given in the form:
log

𝐶 = 𝐾 + 𝐾 ∙ log

𝐴 + 𝐾 ∙ (log

𝐴)

(15)

where:
-

K1, K2 and K3 are constants which depend on the type of equipment involved;

-

A is the size parameter and depends on the type of component too.

In this work, the following values have been used [29]:
type of exchange
model
A
gas-gas, heating stage shell and tube (U-tubes) area, m2
cooling stage
air cooler
area, m2
combustion chamber process vesse, horizontal volume, m3

K1
4,184
4,0336
3,5565

K2
-0,2503
0,2341
0,3776

K3 minimum A of validity maximum A of validity
0,1974
10
1000
0,0497
10
10000
0,0905
0,1
628

Table 11 - Values for the evaluation of Cp,0

The value of A has been calculated differently according to the type of exchange:
-

for gas-gas exchange, fluxes and Logarithmic Mean Temperature Differences
(LMTDs) have been taken from Energy Analyzer, whereas the overall heat transfer
coefficient U has been taken from literature, giving thus the value of the area from
the formula
A=

-

Φ
ΔT

∙U

(16)

for heating stage, fluxes have been taken from Energy Analyzer, whereas U has been
taken from literature. LMTDs have been evaluated according to the number of
stages:
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 if there is only one heating stage:

Figure 48 - Temperatures in case of a single heating stage

 if there are more heating stages, flue gases flowrate is evaluated according to
the maximum heating request (we’ll see in next sections) whereas
temperatures are arranged in this way (here are reported the case with two
heating stages, but similar considerations can be made for three):

Figure 49 - Temperatures in case of multiple heating stages

where Tx is calculated with a trial-and-error in order to satisfy the
requirements and the other constraints.
-

For cooling stages, things are quite similar to heating stages, with small differences:
 for single cooling stages, LMTD equal to 15°C;
 for multiple cooling stages, for first cooling stage (the one with highest power)
LMTD equal to 15°C, then it has been calculated the air flowrate passing
through it in order to evaluate the temperature at the outlet of the second
stage; from this, LMTD of the second stage has been evaluated.

-

For the combustion chamber, volume has been evaluated by assessing the mean
volume flowrate within it (as an arithmetic mean between inlet and outlet flowrates,
as we will see) and then by multiplying it by a residence time of 0,5 s.

If the value of A is out of the acceptable range, it is scaled according to the six-tenths rule:
𝐶
𝑆
=
𝐶
𝑆

,

(17)

where:
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-

C2 is the cost evaluated with the given equation with size parameter S2 equal to the
nearest limit value;

-

S1 is the size parameter of the real component.

Here are tabulated the value of U used in this work.
Type of exchange

U (W/m2K)

Reference

C6H6,eva-gas

248

[30]

C6H6,cond-CO2,stec

90

[31]

CO2,rec-CO2,stec

100

[32]

Air-gas

35

[33]

Table 12 - Values of U assumed

FP can be evaluated in two ways:
-

If operating pressure P (in barg = bar-1) is higher than ambient one:
log

𝐹 = 𝐶 + 𝐶 ∙ log

𝑃 + 𝐶 ∙ (log

𝑃)

(18)

where C1, C2 and C3 are constants coming from the regression process from real data.
Since we only have two types of component in pressure in our study (gas-gas
exchanger and heating stage) that however have been modelled in the same way,
this is the only possibility for parameters involved:
type of exchange
model
gas-gas, heating stage shell and tube (U-tubes)

C1
C2
-0,00164 -0,00627

C3
0,0123

Min P

Max P
5

140

Table 13 - Values to evaluate Fp

-

If operating pressure is equal to 1 bar, FP is unitary. This is the case of all the
exchangers involving carbonator side streams and combustion chamber.

FM in our work has assumed only three values:
-

FM=2,75 for heat exchangers with operating temperature above the 2nd pinch point,
because in this case the use of stainless steel (SS) for both the shell and tube is
advisable;

-

FM=1 for heat exchangers below the 2nd pinch point, because here we can use the
carbon steel (CS);

-

FM=7,1 for combustion chamber, that operates at higher temperatures, so it needs
a nickel (Ni) alloy as material.

It is advisable, while choosing the materials, to control whether they give problems about
corrosion with benzene or not; this type of test has been carried out and it has been found
that neither SS nor CS have any problem with C6H6 [34].
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B1 and B2 depend on the type of equipment involved:
Equipment type

B1

B2

Gas-gas, heating stage

1,63

1,66

Air cooling

0,96

1,24

Combustion chamber

1,49

1,52

Table 14 - Values of B1 and B2 used

2) The other cost function has been obtained from the work of Albrecht et al. [35] on shelland-plate exchangers between solid particles and supercritical CO2 at high temperatures
(550-750°C). It has the following form:
𝐶

= 18,4784 ∙ (𝑈𝐴)

,

∙𝑃

,

(19)

In our work, we have used this correlation both for solid-gas/liquid and solid-solid heat
exchangers (since the latter, in our hypothesis, consist of two solid-gas heat exchangers
where a suitable heat transfer medium transports the heat from a solid to the other one).
As a value for pressure (P) it can be assumed the maximum one between the two streams
involved; for the product of the overall heat transfer coefficient times the heat transfer area
(UA) we can easily obtain it from the flux and the LMTD from Energy Analyzer:
𝑈𝐴 =

Φ
ΔT

(20)

For solid-gas/liquid exchange, ΔTml can be directly taken from value given by the software,
whereas for indirect solid-solid heat exchange it can be easily demonstrated that, in case of
a medium which transfers heat between two streams, LMTD of one of the two indirect heat
exchangers is the half of LMTD that we would have in case of a single exchanger:
Δ𝑇

,

=

.

1
∙ Δ𝑇
2

(21)

,

Moreover, the result obtained from this function is valid for high temperatures, because, as
already said, the work from which it has been obtained is about an exchanger operating at
them; in order to take into account lower temperatures (since there is no FM in this formula),
it has been assumed that, below the 2nd pinch point, the cost function is still valid with a
sort of “correction factor” given by the proportion of FM:
𝐶

,

=

1
∙𝐶
2,75

,

(22)

Once we have all the BECs, before passing to next level of costs we have to consider the time the
cost functions are referred to: in fact, these cost functions often refer the price of a component to
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a specific year and, since time has an effect on costs (because of the different value of money,
inflation and escalation), the price for a specific component in a specific year is different from the
price of the same component for a different year. In our case, the first function is referred to 2001,
while the second one to 2018; we can refer all the prices to 2018 by applying the following formula
to the BECs obtained for 2001:
𝐶
𝐶

,
,

=

𝐼
𝐼

(23)

where I=cost index of a specific year; in particular, in this work it has been used values from Chemical
Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI), which are calculated using various data from the U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics. Values utilised are reported in the table below.
Year

CEPCI

2001

397

2018

603,1
Table 15 - Values used for CEPCI [36]

5.2.2 Estimation of the EPCC
Concerning with EPCC level, there’s an approach based on multiple subcontracts: as already said,
engineering, procurement and construction are entrusted to external companies, but in multiple
subcontracts to different subcompanies. This approach provides the owner with greater control of
the project, while minimizing (or eliminating in some cases) most of the risk premiums that he has
to pay to subcompanies: in fact, in a traditional lump-sum arrangement with only one EPC contract,
the contractor assumes all the risks for performance, schedule and cost, so he asks for a premium
in order to sustain it and, as a consequence, costs increase [28].
Following the guidelines of NETL, EPCCs in this work are estimated at 8% of the BEC, so they have
been calculated starting from the BEC of each component obtained in the previous step.
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5.2.3 Estimation of TPC
Concerning with TPC level, capital cost contingencies are very difficult to estimate, due to
uncertainties that occur in constructing a thermal system (lack of complete project definition and
engineering) [28].
Process contingencies depend on the specific process that we are considering: if this process is
mature from a technological point of view, we can consider that these contingencies are almost
zero. In the following figure, guidelines for their estimation are reported:

Table 16 - Process contingencies according to maturity [28]

For our case, SOCRATCES project is at a level of small pilot plant data; although we have to deal
mainly with heat exchangers and combustion chambers (components that are widely spread and
used commercially), the type of general process behind the CSP-CaL integration is in an
experimental phase and even some types of exchangers are innovative. For these reasons, in this
work process contingencies have been estimated at 30% of the EPCC.
Project contingencies, instead, for this work are estimated at 15% of EPCC + process contingencies.

5.2.4 Estimation of TOC
Concerning with TOC level, it represents all the costs that the owner has to face up to before starting
the operations of the plant. These costs consist of [28]:


prepaid royalties, that in our case are included in the associated equipment cost and thus
not included as a cost to the owner;



pre-production (start-up) costs, which include all the costs in order to do some preliminary
tests and runs of the plant before starting. In our work, they’re evaluated at 2% of TPC;



working capital, for which no additional costs are included in our work;



inventory capital, which is mainly related to fuel stocks and other consumables that have to
be provided in order to allow preproduction activities. Since spare parts are the most
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expensive contribution to this term, we can take their cost as a value for it, that is estimated
at 0,5% of TPC;


land, due to rent/purchase, but also its preparation for the plant installation. In general, it is
estimated at 3000$/acre, with an average occupation of 300 acres for IGCC and 100 acres
for NGCC. However, in this work it has been chosen not to consider it: in fact, since our
purpose is to compare scenarios all composed of heat exchangers and combustion
chambers, which differ one from each other for a small number of them (and that doesn’t
represent a great difference from a point of view of land occupation), the land cost
contribution has been neglected in all the scenarios, also because its value wouldn’t have
been so different from case to case;



financing cost, which covers the cost of securing financing, including fees and closing costs
but not including interest during construction. It has been estimated at 2,7% of TPC;



other owner’s costs, which include:
-

preliminary feasibility studies;

-

economic development;

-

construction and/or improvement of transport infrastructures near the plant;

-

legal fees;

-

permitting costs;

-

third-part evaluation of EPC contractor;

-

contingency (a sort of “management reserve”).

They have been estimated at 15% of TPC.
For this work, TOC total contribution is evaluated at around 20,2% of TPC.

5.2.5 Estimation of TASC
In order to pass from overnight costs (TOC) to TASC, we need to estimate the interest during
construction period. To do this, two types of financial structure are introduced:
1) in case of Investor-Owned Utility (IOU), the investor is also the figure (stakeholder) that
invests more in the plant and owns it. This solution, suitable for smaller plants, permits to
have a debt lower than (or at most equal to) 50% of the investment (i.e. the owner/investor
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has to ask for a loan that is lower than the half of the total cost) and a relative lower interest
(about 8,25-9,075%);
2) in case of Independent Power Producer (IPP), the ownership of the plant is independent of
the institution that provided most of the capital. It is the most advisable solution for bigger
plants, since the initial investment is higher, but consequently the debt is always higher than
equity (between 60-70% of the total investment) and the interest that is applied is higher.
According to the financial structure, NETL suggests some corrective factors to obtain TASC from TOC
by multiplication:

Table 17 - Multiplying factors to obtain TASC from TOC [28]

For the plant under investigation, it has been chosen an IOU scenario with a capital expenditure
period of three years: in fact, in SOCRATCES project the owner is a consortium of companies, each
of which produces and/or carries out R&Ds in the field of the project itself, so they provide also the
capital in terms of provided components; moreover, each step of the project lasts on average three
years, so we have assumed this period as the capital expenditure period. In addition, since
preliminary studies of the project have fully analysed the entire process just in order to lower the
risk associated to immature technologies, we have also assumed a Low Risk Scenario.
For all these reasons, the multiplying factor to pass from TOC to TASC is 1,075. For each design
analysed, TASCs of all the components involved have been obtained from respective TOCs.
Now, in order to obtain our objective, i.e. the Levelized Cost Of Electricity (LCOE), we have to
quantify the effect of time on the costs of component; in other words, we have to spread the costs
over time but including the inflation and other effect of time on money. To do that, we firstly have
to evaluate the Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC), which, since it is equal for all the
scenarios, is evaluated one-off.
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5.2.6 Estimation of WACC
To evaluate the effect of time on the investment capital, a suitable approach is the one based on
the Discount Cash Flow (DSF) methods and, in particular, on the discount rate. It must be chosen
considering:
-

the real, risk-free discount rate referring to other possible investment as a basis;

-

inflation during the whole lifetime of the project, that reflects the loss of purchasing power
of the capital invested in the same period;

-

a premium to be assigned to its own equity capital as a metric of the expected rate of return
from a risky investment.

The discount rate that we will find will be thus equivalent to the cost of the capital, because it tells
us which is the cost of investing a certain capital. It can be calculated using the Weighted Average
Cost of Capital (WACC), that obviously has to take into account the financial structure of our
investment:
𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 = 𝐾 ∙

𝐸
𝐷
+𝐾 ∙
𝐸+𝐷
𝐷+𝐸

(24)

where:
-

E and D represent the percentage of equity and debt in our investment, respectively;

-

KE and KD represent the costs of equity and debt, respectively.

E and D are given from the financial structure that we have chosen; in our case, an IOU Low Risk
Scenario gives a structure of E=50% and D=50%.
KE and KD can be evaluated as follows:


KE accounts for two components:
-

a specific risk of the investment;

-

a systemic risk that depends on the evolution of the economy as a whole.

Figure 50 - Risk as a function of the number of investments
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We are not in the situation of an investment composed of a high number of sub-investments,
so the formula that define our KE is the following:
𝐾 = 𝑅 + 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑢𝑚

(25)

where:
-

Rf is the systemic risk; it can be assumed as the government bond at short term, since
it is the investment with the lowest risk. In our case, for simplicity it has been chosen
the value of Italian BTP 10 years, therefore Rf=1,046% [37];

-

the premium expected by the investor is given by the formula:
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑢𝑚 = 𝑅 + 𝛽 ∙ (𝑅 − 𝑅 ) = 𝑅 + 𝛽 ∙ 𝐸𝑀𝑅𝑃

(26)

with:
 RS is the small stock premium due to reduced liquidity and is only for small
investors, so in our case RS=0;
 EMRP=Rm-Rf is the Equity Market Risk Premium (as a difference between the
market return and the systemic risk) and represents the average interest that
I can obtain investing in the market. In our case, EMRP=5,5% [38];
 β is a correction factor that is specific for the investment we are doing; in our
case, we can assume β=1.
Therefore, we have obtained a premium of 5,5%.
As a consequence, KE assumes a value of 6,546%.


KD has the following form:
𝐾 = 𝐼𝑅𝑆 + 𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑

(27)

where:
-

IRS is the Interest Rate Swap and represents the differential between a fixed and a
variable interest, a sort of reference cost of the debt. In this study, IRS=0,06% [39];

-

spread is the increase of the interest rate depending on the capability of the investor
to return the capital; it has been assumed as the revenue for the bank, and thus
spread=1%.

For all these reasons, KD=1,06%.
By applying all the information explained before, we have obtained the following result:
𝑖 = 𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 = 3,803%

(28)

in the following table, results have been summarized.
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Rf
Rs
EMRP=Rm-Rf
β
premium
Ke
IRS
spread
Kd
E
D
WACC

1,046
0
5,5
1
5,5
6,546
0,06
1
1,06
50
50
3,803

Table 18 - Data employed to obtain WACC (all data are in %)

Before proceeding to annuity calculation, it is useful to evaluate the fuel flowrate necessary in the
designs where heating stages are present.

5.2.7 Calculation of the fuel flowrate and combustion chamber volume
As previously anticipated, heating stages that are present in the designs are fed with the exhaust
gases exiting from a combustion chamber, for our choice in turn fed with natural gas as fuel (being
one of the less polluting fossil fuels). To assess the fuel flowrate needed to provide the requested
amount of energy, the first step is to assume a temperature for flue gases exiting the chamber; in
our case, we have chosen to assume the adiabatic flame temperature (Tad) for natural gas (that, for
simplicity, has been assumed as only formed by methane (CH4)). Although in real combustion these
temperatures are not achieved, we have taken into account the non-adiabaticity of the real reaction
in other ways (we’ll see in a while). For methane, Tad is equal to 2236 K [40]; with this temperature
can be evaluated the corresponding specific heat of exhausts: thanks to the utilization of a
properties calculator [41], a cp of 1364 J/kgK has been obtained.
Next step consists in finding the flue gases flowrate needed in order to satisfy the demand: as
already introduced, in case of a single heating stage the flowrate is evaluated according to the only
demand that is present, whereas in case of multiple heating stages is evaluated according to the
highest demand but iteratively assessing an outlet temperature from 1st stage that allows to have
all the other demands satisfied and a final temperature difference (at the outlet of the last heating
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stage) of 15°C. After having chosen adequately the order of heating stages and respective
temperatures, flue gases flowrate is thus evaluated as:
𝑚̇

=

Φ
𝑐

∙ (𝑇

,

(29)

−𝑇 )

In order to obtain any information about the fuel, we have to exploit the reaction of CH4 combustion
(we assume, for simplicity, the stoichiometric complete combustion of methane):
𝐶𝐻 + 2 𝑂 +

79
𝑁
21

→ 𝐶𝑂 + 2𝐻 𝑂 + 2 ∙

79
𝑁
21

(30)

In fact, after having evaluated both the density in normal conditions and in real ones of the exhausts
as follows:
𝑘𝑚𝑜𝑙
𝑘𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝜌

,

=

𝑀𝑊

= 1+2+2∙

∙ 1 + 𝑀𝑊

𝑘𝑚𝑜𝑙
10,52
𝑘𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝜌

=𝜌

79
= 10,52
21
79
∙ 2 ∙ 21

∙ 2 + 𝑀𝑊
𝑁𝑚
∙ 22,4
𝑘𝑚𝑜𝑙
∙

,

= 1,23

(31)

𝑘𝑔
𝑁𝑚

𝑘𝑔
293,15
= 0,162
𝑇
𝑚

(32)

(33)

we can now evaluate the volumetric flowrate (both in real and normal conditions):
𝑉̇

,

=

𝑚̇
𝜌 ,

(34)

𝑉̇

=

𝑚̇
𝜌

(35)

To pass from information about flue gases to one about methane (in stoichiometric quantity) is quite
easy:
𝑛̇

=

𝑉̇

𝑉̇
𝑁𝑚
22,4
𝑘𝑚𝑜𝑙

,

,

,

𝑘𝑚𝑜𝑙
∙ 10,52
𝑘𝑚𝑜𝑙
= 𝑛̇

∙ 22,4

𝑁𝑚
𝑘𝑚𝑜𝑙

(36)

(37)
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𝑉̇

= 𝑉̇

,

∙

,

𝑇
𝑇

= 𝑉̇

,

∙

293,15
= 𝑉̇
293,15

,

(38)

Now we have to take into account losses of heat during combustion: in fact, for a generic steam
generator, efficiency would be given as:
𝜂 =1−𝑃 −𝑃 −𝑃

(39)

where:
-

PI represents the loss due to unburnt reactants (here is zero, since we are assuming
the stoichiometric combustion);

-

PD is the loss due to dispersion;

-

PC is the loss “at the chimney”, due to the fact that for general purpose, we are
interested in not leaving any residual thermal power to exhausts by exploiting it
entirely. In our case, however, we don’t consider this loss, since we are not interested
in exploiting this amount of power, our purpose is only to furnish the requested
energy to demanding fluids, the remaining power can be “wasted”.

Therefore, the only contribution taken into account will be the one linked to dispersion. They can
be taken from UNI TS 11300-2:2008:

Table 19 - Losses due to dispersion through the combustion chamber [51]

Assuming a chamber with the best conditions and evaluating the respective losses that are function
of fuel power (in turn evaluated thanks to fuel flowrate and lower heating value), we have assumed
that, since to supply the requested heat at the requested temperature we have to supply the already
assessed fuel flowrate, to supply this heat plus the amount of power wasted in losses we have to
furnish a fuel flowrate that is given by the following formula:
𝑉̇

,

=

𝑉̇

=

𝑉̇

,

,

𝜂
𝑉̇

,

𝜂

(40)

(41)
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Air volume flowrate is evaluated from theoretical air, in turn evaluated from reaction of combustion:
𝐴

= 2∙ 1+
𝑉̇
𝑉̇

= 9,5 ∙ 𝑉̇

,

= 𝑉̇

79
𝑁𝑚
= 9,5
21
𝑁𝑚

∙

,

(42)
(43)

,

293,15
= 𝑉̇
293,15

,

(44)

We can finally calculate the volume of the combustion chamber, by assuming a residence time of
0,5 s within the reactor and an average flowrate as follows:
𝑉̇
𝑉

=
.

𝑉̇

+ 𝑉̇
2
= 𝑉̇

(45)
∙ 0,5 𝑠

(46)

Now, for all the scenarios analysed, we have all the information to evaluate the contribution to
Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) linked to the heat exchanger network.

5.2.8 Evaluation of the LCOE
For each scenario, in order to evaluate the LCOE we have firstly to assess the annuity, i.e. the total
cost divided into a number of instalments equal to the number of years of the plant but taking also
into account the discharge rate of the money. Each annuity is composed of a contribution due to
capital costs and one linked to the operational costs.
By assuming a plant lifetime of 25 years [42], it can be possible to evaluate the annuity linked to the
purchasing costs (CAPEX) thanks to the following formula:
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦

=𝑌∙

𝑖 ∙ (𝑖 + 1)
(𝑖 + 1) − 1

(47)

where:
-

Y represents the total capital cost (in our case, the sum of the TASCs of the
components);

-

i represents the discharge rate of the money (in our case, the WACC);

-

n is the lifetime of the plant (set to 25 years).
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For the contribution of the operational costs (OPEX), instead, it is sufficient to assume a value for
the cost of natural gas for industrial users: as found in [43], it depends on the annual consumption
of gas; furthermore, we assume a net cost, not taking into account fees. From there, it is be possible
to evaluate the annuity as follows:
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦

=𝐶

.

∙ 𝑉̇

∙ 𝐶𝐹 ∙ 8760

ℎ
𝑠
∙ 3600
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
ℎ

(48)

where:
-

Cnat.gas is the cost founded on web [$/m3];

-

𝑉̇

-

CF is the Capacity Factor, i.e. the percentage of time in which the plant is functioning.

is the fuel flowrate from calculation [m3/s];

Although we have already explained that plant is elaborated in order to work in
continuous mode, we have assumed a CF=80% to take into account maintenance and
difficulties with combustion chambers.
Total annuity, as already explained, is calculated as:
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦

+ 𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦

(49)

By assuming a net electric power of 1,298 MW from the work of Tesio [2], it is finally possible to
assess the LCOE related to the carbonator side heat exchanger network:
𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 =

𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦
1,298 𝑀𝑊 ∙ 8760 ℎ ∙ 𝐶𝐹

(50)

We can now analyse results obtained.

5.3 Results and final comments
Results obtained with methodologies explained in previous chapter are reported below.

Table 20 - LCOEs during simplifications (LCOE are in $/MWh)
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Figure 51 - Trend of LCOE during simplifications

As already said, it is not the total LCOE, but only the contribution linked to heat exchanger network,
since it is the only thing that changes between different configurations. Before commenting the
results, it’s important to clarify two further aspects of the economic analysis carried out:


near final steps of each Scenario, some designs haven’t been analysed, since the re-addition
of a heater would have further increased the cost, thus getting away from optimal point;



at step 4 (the design after the 3rd simplification), it has been chosen the solution with the
cooler as the best one; however, other solutions have been considered (increase of external
requirements or addition of a heater), but none of them have been analysed economically
since they appeared more expensive.

The first, most important comment to do is about the best design from an economic point of view:
in fact, with assumptions made for the fuel and the type of exchangers, no one of the simplifications
represent an improvement with respect to base equivalent case, which is our optimal configuration.
This is due (for first simplifications) mainly to the CAPEX and OPEX trends, as we can observe from
graphs below.
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As we can observe for all the scenarios,
in first simplifications, when CAPEX
decrease, OPEX increase of a bigger
amount, not allowing an improvement;
moreover,

moving

forward

OPEX

increase more rapidly, while CAPEX
decrease slowly or even increase: this is
due to the fact that, making new
removals,

more

external

source

needing means higher OPEX, whereas
the re-addition of a heater/cooler
influence

CAPEX,

sometimes

not

allowing a reduction. For Scenario 1b,
last simplifications lead even to a
situation in which OPEX become higher
than CAPEX: this is linked to the fact
that, as already said, for these last

Figure 52-Trends of CAPEX and OPEX in different scenarios

removals we have tried to simplify the most expensive exchanger (and not the less powerful one),
leading thus to a higher requirement increase.
Another intrinsic reason for which removals have not led to an improvement is the cost of natural
gas: for chosen value of its price, in fact, even the first simplification (where a heat exchanger of
19,18 kW has been removed) doesn’t allow to improve the situation, even if the worsening is quite
low. In order to have an improvement in this first simplification (since for next ones, the increase of
LCOE is too high to think about better economic conditions), we have to change type of natural gas
considered or even the type of fuel. In the first case, since we have considered natural gas sold in
Spain (since the pilot plant is planned to be installed in Seville), the only possibility is to consider
natural gas from countries with lower prices (like Estonia, Romania and UK); we can observe
different prices of gas for industrial users from table below.
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Prezzi finali del gas naturale per i consumatori industriali nel 2017
3

Prezzi al netto e al lordo delle imposte; c€/m

3

CONSUMATORI PER FASCIA DI CONSUMO ANNUO (mi gl i a i a di m )
< 26

26-263

263-2.627

2.627-26.268

26.268-105.072

NETTI

LORDI

NETTI

LORDI

NETTI

LORDI

NETTI

LORDI

NETTI

LORDI

Aus tria

45,37

63,01

35,95

51,36

28,12

42

23,02

35,23

21,38

32,85

Bel gi o

40,98

51,99

30,82

39,69

23,01

30,09

19,92

25,13

19,63

24,64

Bul ga ri a

29,21

36,43

27,34

34,19

23,8

29,88

19,13

23,53

18,26

21,93

Croa zi a

33,82

43,2

29,94

38,25

25,63

32,59

23,3

29,52

n.d.

n.d.

Da ni ma rca

36,11

84,73

34,59

82,76

25,34

70,13

23,03

67,03

n.d.

n.d.

Es toni a

30,25

40,96

27,75

38,34

25,23

35,2

24,22

33,99

24,21

33,59

n.d.

n.d.

39

70,35

34,92

65,26

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

Fra nci a

44,44

60,12

36,03

49,79

29,88

41,67

23,47

30,02

21,02

24,62

Germa ni a

41,36

54,28

32,68

43,96

28,71

39,25

23,03

32,49

19,87

28,71

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

48,82

59,86

39,81

49,53

31,07

38,45

24,19

27,5

n.d.

n.d.

46,6

68,7

35,49

51,78

25,64

30,9

23,25

25,62

23,32

25,16

Lettoni a

33,96

43,14

31,74

40,3

27,93

35,51

25,82

33,15

23,64

30,68

Li tua ni a

32,3

46,16

29,69

42,15

27,69

39,07

25,33

35,54

n.d.

n.d.

38,49

42,67

36,8

40,42

33,24

36,29

23,31

25,19

n.d.

n.d.

Pa es i Ba s s i

n.d.

n.d.

29,3

70,32

22,5

40,61

21,41

30,85

20,8

27,42

Pol onia

36,6

45,75

34,12

42,79

28,37

35,72

23,61

29,49

20,02

25,01

51,83

72,93

38,03

49,64

28,23

35,73

24,25

30,44

23,93

29,5

46,5

55,57

25,15

31,16

23,66

29,42

18,57

23,03

17,87

21,9

35,87

44,95

27,67

35,03

24,26

30,9

22,97

29,34

23,66

30,18

Roma nia

22,9

38,64

20,55

35,66

18,22

32,97

16,92

28,3

16,47

25,52

Sl ova cchi a

41,7

51,72

34,57

43,16

28,88

36,35

24,91

31,58

23,36

29,7

39,95

56,26

36,78

52,11

27,86

40,58

23,46

32,27

n.d.

n.d.
27,99

Fi nl a ndi a

Greci a
Irl a nda
Ita li a

Lus s emburgo

Portoga l l o
Regno Uni to
Cechi a

Sl oveni a
Spa gna

39,7

48,73

37,16

45,66

29,34

36,18

26,13

32,31

22,56

Svezi a

60,16

113,09

47,78

97,61

37,4

84,64

29,14

74,3

25,62

69,9

Ungheri a

31,22

42,01

28,9

39,33

24,68

34,05

23,52

32,54

22,1

30,55

Unione europea 41,35

55,8

32,23

46,09

26,7

36,56

22,53

29,72

20,74

26,87

57,66

33,92

49,37

27,49

37,66

23,22

30,33

21,25

27,11

Area euro

42,12

(A) I da ti rel a ti vi a Ci pro e Ma l ta non s ono di s poni bi l i e qui ndi non s ono pres enti nel l a ta vola .

Table 21 - Different prices of natural gas in EU countries [43]

Instead, if we decide to change fuel, we will lose the environmental advantage of the plant: in fact,
we have decided to utilize natural gas since we are passing from a no-fuel, zero-emissions plant to
a polluting one, so we have decided at least to consider the fuel with the lowest environmental
impact; by changing it, our impact will increase and the plant contribute to the GHG reduction will
be partially lost.
The best scenario is consequently the equivalent base case that, as already said, is a simplification
of the reality, but the assumptions made (in particular concerning specific heats and the subdivision
made for it) have allowed to have a situation very close to the real one: in other words, if we apply
the design obtained for the equivalent case to the real situation (with real cP), we’ll obtain a
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configuration in which the minimum temperature difference will be no longer maintained, but the
“error” will be so small that it can be neglected.
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Figure 53 - Design with real specific heats but with network from equivalent case
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As we can observe from figure above, in fact, the exchangers coincide with the equivalent case and
temperature differences are almost equal to the ones from it, except for the heat exchanger
connecting C6H6,cond and C6H6,eva with a power of 234 kW above the 2nd pinch point: for this
component, minimum temperature difference is not respected (Δ=223,8-216,4=7,4°C<15°C), so it
becomes a question of deciding whether to choose a design with a higher number of exchangers
but minimum difference respected or one with a violation of the pinch point difference but with
simpler network. It has been also tried to modify the split of involved fluid (C6H6,eva) in order to
establish again the minimum temperature difference of 15°C, but as a result, to solve the problem
on that specific exchanger has only moved the problem toward exchangers along the remaining
splits, even giving some infeasible results.
Since we haven’t obtained any improvement in the simplification process, it can be interesting to
investigate how the number of operation hours affects the simplification convenience: for all the
calculations made above, in fact, we have assumed a capacity factor of 80% but applied on the entire
number of hours in a year (8760), as if it was operating continuously (one of the hypothesis taken
from Tesio’s work was exactly about it). Now, in order to see a sort of improvement, we have
assumed to reduce the number of hours; the results obtained are reported in the graph below.

Figure 54 - LCOE as a function of operating time during simplification process

As we can observe, at full time (8760 hours), at half of the time (4380 hours) and at 1/3 of the time
(2920 hours), the removal of the first exchanger hasn’t produced any improvement in the LCOE; to
see it, we have to consider only 1/4 of the full time (2190 hours), for which finally a short
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improvement passing from base case to next design can be observed. The improvement trend can
be further enhanced by considering 1/6 of the full time (1460 hours); if we had continued the
reduction of time, we would have even obtained a situation in which the improvement would have
moved to next removals. Another effect that can be noticed in the graph is that, by reducing the
time, in some simplifications there is the formation of local minimum points; this is mainly linked to
the fact that, while operational hours influence in a linear way the operational costs which, for
example, in the 3rd simplification has not increased since we have added a cooler, CAPEX of the
exchangers increase because of increased fluxes, but the addition of a cooler has a cost that is lower
than the one of an internal exchanger (as the one removed), so also CAPEX have been reduced. This
explanation is valid also for other local minima.
Of course, this methodology has the counter-effect of increasing the value of LCOE: in fact, to have
the same configuration from the point of view of the temperatures, mass fluids flowrates have to
be multiplied by a factor given by:
𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

8760
ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

(51)

For example, if we reduce the time to a half of full time, our factor of proportionality has to be 2, so
mass flowrates will be twice the original value. As a consequence, also heat exchangers powers will
be multiplied of the same factor, increasing thus the CAPEX. For the same reason, also net power
produced by the plant will increase of the same factor, but the electricity produced (i.e. the value
for which we have divided the total annuity to obtain the LCOE) will be the same, since the number
of hours compares as a term in its calculation reduced of the same factor. OPEX will be almost
independent on this change, since flowrate of flue gases will change because of the change of
heaters power, but the fuel flowrates will be dependent also from hours of operation, so the
variation is almost cancelled (not at all, since the dependency on the flue gases flowrate is not
linear). For all these reasons, this solution is useful to see a sort of improvement in the removal, but
it is useless for the improvement of the value of LCOE, since it is increased.
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Conclusions
Finally, we can summarize what we have done in this work and describe the main steps of the
analysis carried out.
First, we have explained the main features of SOCRATCES project, in particular concerning the CaL
process and technology involved; then, after a brief presentation of the main possibilities of
integration analysed in literature between CSP-CaL process and power cycles, this work has focused
on the integration of Organic Rankine Cycles, about which a short explanation has been provided.
At this point, starting from optimal results obtained in previous works, a first attempt of heat
exchanger network design has been made. However, since the resulting configuration showed a too
high number of exchangers, the situation has been simplified by evaluating equivalent specific heat
capacities for fluids in order to lower the number of couplings.
The resulting scenario has been then simplified with exchangers removals, in order to establish,
thanks to suitable economic methodologies that permits to evaluate the contribution to LCOE from
heat exchangers, which configuration is the best from the point of view of costs. It was found out
that the best situation is the base one with equivalent heat capacities. This fact is mainly linked to
the choice of external supply of heat, so an improvement in the simplification could be found by
choosing another adequate type of fuel; therefore, this aspect could be interesting in a next work
about these arguments.
In the end, it has been tried to apply the configuration obtained for equivalent base case (i.e. the
best one) to the real case with real fluids, but we have obtained a violation of minimum temperature
difference (since it has been obtained for a simplified, not realistic situation); also by trying to
change split percentages of the fluids involved, the situation had not improved. Further studies can
also start from this point, for example changing the type of organic fluid involved (here benzene has
been considered, but in the thesis used as starting point there are many other ORC fluids analysed
and for which optimal results are provided) and comparing the best designs obtained from an
economic point of view, in order to establish which one is the simplest and whether there could be
an improvement with removals or not. Also, a further analysis on the optimal time of functioning
can be a good starting point for next works.
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